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Abstract
We present a joint experimental and theoretical study of the double differential
cross section for the double ionization of helium by absorption of one 179 eV
linear polarized photon (100 eV above threshold). We show the energy sharing
and the asymmetry parameters in both single-particle coordinates and in Jacobi
coordinates. An asymmetric sharing of the electron excess energy and a breakup
of the electron pair preferentially parallel to the polarization axis is found. This
marks a deviation from the propensity rule favouring perpendicular relative
electron motion which has been observed to hold at energies closer to the
double-ionization threshold.

Double ionization of helium by single-photon absorption is a benchmark process for the
investigation of electron–electron correlation in few-body systems. The three-particle final
state is completely kinematically determined by a set of five linear independent degrees of
freedom (the remaining four are fixed by momentum and energy conservation). This fivefold
differential cross section can be reduced by one degree of freedom by taking the dipole
approximation into account. For examination within the dipole approximation it is helpful
to integrate over two or three of the degrees of freedom to obtain doubly or singly differential
cross sections. These cross sections give an overview of which regions of this four-dimensional
phase space are most important. The cross section differential in an arbitrary momentum vector
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k can be described by only two parameters, the cross section differential in energy dσ/d E and
the asymmetry parameter β. It can always be expressed in the simple form
dσ
1 dσ
(1)
=
(1 + β P2 (ˆ · k̂)).
4π d E
d E d k̂
Here ˆ is the linear light polarization axis and P2 the second Legendre polynomial. While
such cross sections are extremely valuable for the characterization of the process, there have
been only three experiments reported [1–3].
Two coordinate sets are widely used in the literature to describe the momentum
configurations. The first set are the electron momenta k1,2 relative to the centre of mass of all
2
particles with the excess energy given by E excess = E 1 + E 2 and E 1,2 = k1,2
/2. The second
set are the Jacobi momenta—the centre of mass momentum of the electron pair k+ = k1 + k2 ,
where −k+ is the momentum of the recoiling nucleus, and k− = (k1 − k2 )/2 is the relative
momentum of the electrons. The excess energy shared in the corresponding energies reads as
2
. Atomic units are used throughout.
E excess = E + + E − with E + = k+2 /4 and E − = k−
The two coordinate systems suggest two different perspectives on the double-ionization
process: single-electron coordinates describe the escape of each electron from the nuclear
potential. Therefore they would be most appropriate if the coupling between the electrons
can be treated as perturbation while their motion is mainly governed by the nuclear field
and the photon. This can be expected for example at very high photon energies, where one
expects [4, 5] one electron to absorb the majority of the photon energy and angular momentum
while the second electron is emitted with little energy either via a shake-off or is knocked out
in a binary collision by the fast electron. In contrast, Jacobi coordinates are better suited to
describe the motion of the nucleus (k+ ) in the potential of the electron pair and the breakup of
the two electrons (k− ). This is most useful if the saddle region of the potential surface governs
the final state of the reaction, which is expected close to threshold [6]. It has been shown
experimentally that just above threshold the ionic motion tends to freeze out on the saddle [2]
(E +  E − ). In addition, the ionic motion maximizes along the polarization axis (β+ > 0)
while the electron pair breaks up predominantly perpendicular to the polarization (β− < 0).
This can be understood by a Wannier-type analysis, which predicts that double ionization near
threshold can only be reached if ionic and electron motion are perpendicular—all other cases
lead to single ionization [6–12].
The preferential breakup of the electron pair can also be understood by studying the helium
atom in a molecular picture, where the electronic separation R is interpreted as a molecular axis
and the projection m of the total angular momentum on this axis is taken as an approximate
quantum number. This analysis was performed in [13] where some misprints appeared, so
we repeat it briefly here. Apart from m, the other quantum number to classify molecular
symmetries is t = 0, 1. If we denote the position of the electronic centre of mass relative to the
nucleus by r, (−1)t describes the electronic wavefunction behaviour under the internal parity
transformation r → −r . In this picture the helium ground state is a molecular σg state (m = 0
and t = 0) and dipole selection rules allow transition to σu (m = 0 and t = 1) or πu (m = 1
and t = 1) molecular states. A propensity rule, first found in double excitation and also valid
for double ionization near threshold, can be expressed as
((−1)t+m ) = 0.

(2)

Hence πu and therefore final states with m = 1 are preferred. This propensity rule is also
valid in momentum space, where k− takes the role of the molecular axis. The corresponding
asymmetry parameter is β− = 2 for pure m = 0 and β− = −1 for pure m = 1 transitions.
Data for 1 eV [2] and 20 eV [3] above threshold agree with the dominance of m = 1 but the
propensity rule is expected to break down at higher energies [13].
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In this study we have measured doubly differential cross sections at E excess = 100 eV
above threshold. The experiment has been performed using cold target recoil ion momentum
spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) (see [14] for a recent review) at beamline 4.0 at the Advanced
Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [15] during double-bunch
mode operation. In brief, the linear polarized photon beam (Stokes parameter S1 > 0.99) is
intersected with a supersonic helium gas jet. The He2+ ions and electrons created in the overlap
volume of about 0.5 mm3 are guided by electric and homogeneous magnetic fields onto largearea position-sensitive channel plate detectors with delay-line anode [16]. The momentum
vector of each particle of a coincident pair (He2+ and one electron) is then calculated from the
measured time of flight and the position of impact of each on their separate detectors. In order
to focus in three dimensions an acceleration region (7.61 V cm−1) with a lens followed by a drift
region is used for the recoiling ions (see e.g. [14]). The electric and magnetic field (13.3 G) yield
a solid angle of 4π for collection of electrons up to 60 eV. The momentum of the other electron is
deduced from total momentum conservation of the three-particle final state. With an excess energy of 100 eV, one electron always has less than 50 eV, and hence our setup covers the full fivedimensional final-state momentum space of the reaction. This allows the choice of any set of coordinates for display of the results and also integration over any number of coordinates desired.
The calculations shown use a 3C wavefunction [17] to describe the correlated three-particle
final state. The matrix elements are calculated using the dipole operator in velocity and length
form to test for possible gauge dependences. The method of integration to obtain energy
distributions and β± parameters is described in [13].
Figure 1 shows the momentum space distribution in k1 , k+ and k− for three different photon
energies. The right column displays the present results for the momentum distributions in k1 ,
k+ and k− for an energy of 100 eV above threshold. These results should be compared to
previous measurements with lower photon energy: the left and the middle columns of figure 1
show the results for 1 and 20 eV above threshold, from [2] and [3]. The z and y components of
the momentum are plotted on the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The polarization
axis in all images is horizontal and the photon propagation is perpendicular to y and z. The
plots are projections onto the y–z plane with −0.1 < k x < 0.1 au for the 1 eV data set and
−0.2 < k x < 0.2 au for the 20 eV data. In the right column (100 eV above threshold) only
events with a momentum component perpendicular to the plane of less than 1 au are plotted.
Such a cut through a sphere instead of a full projection of the sphere onto a plane prevents
the typical structure from being buried by events which are located out of the selected plane.
Already in these data one can see that at 100 eV above threshold the slow electrons are almost
isotropic, whereas the fast electrons are preferentially emitted along the polarization axis. The
momentum of the recoiling ion has a strong dipole character. The k− distribution also shows a
maximum along the polarization axis, i.e. the electron pair breaks up preferentially along the
polarization axis . The latter is in contrast to the situation at 1 and 20 eV above threshold,
where one finds that the k− distribution has maxima perpendicular to the polarization axis,
i.e. the electron pair break up preferentially perpendicular to . This observation shows that
the propensity rule for the molecular states with |m| = 1 no longer holds 100 eV above
threshold.
To investigate the situation in more detail, figures 2 and 3 show the doubly differential
cross sections in electron and Jacobi coordinates. For the electron energy distribution we find a
pronounced U-shape, i.e. a very asymmetric energy sharing. At the same time the momentum
of the fast electron exhibits an almost dipole angular distribution while the slow electron has
a β close to 0 or even negative. This indicates that, at least for very asymmetric energy
sharing, to a fair approximation one can state that the fast electron has absorbed the photon
energy and most of the angular momentum. In Jacobi coordinates (figure 3) one finds that
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Figure 1. Density plots of projections of the momentum distributions from double ionization of
He by three different energies, from left to right: data sets for 1, 20 and 100 eV above threshold.
The data for 1 and 20 eV (left and middle column) are previous measurements, see also [2, 3]. The
measurement at 100 eV above threshold is displayed in the right column. The z and y components
of the momentum are plotted on the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The polarization
vector of the photon is in the z direction and the photon propagates in the x direction perpendicular
to y and z. The plots are projections onto the y–z plane with −0.1 < k x < 0.1 au for the 1 eV data
set, −0.2 < k x < 0.2 au for the 20 eV data and for the 100 eV above-threshold measurement only
events with −1 < k x < 1 au are projected onto the plane. (a), (d), (g) Momentum distribution of
the He2+ ion (k+ ) for 1, 20 and 100 eV above threshold, (b), (e), (h) electron momentum (k1 ) and
(c), (f), (i) electron pair relative momentum (k1 − k2 )/2. The circle locates the maximum possible
momentum in each coordinate at the respective photon energy.

the energy is about equally shared between the centre of mass motion (E + ) and the electron
pair breakup motion (E − ), in contrast to the situation close to threshold where E +  E − is
favoured due to electron repulsion [2]. At the same time β+ is almost 2, in good agreement
between theory and experiment. β+ however varies only little with the excess energy, showing
just a slight structure in the region of E + ≈ E excess /2 [18]. This structure can be explained by
the contribution of configurations where either k1 or k2 → 0 and therefore the corresponding
Coulomb density-of-states factor diverges [13].
The physical interpretation for the nearly dipolar angular distribution of the recoil ion,
almost independent of the photon energy, is that the dipole operator (photon) has to couple to
a charge dipole in the atom. No matter what the details of the electron–electron correlation
are, the nucleus is always one end of the charge dipole which absorbs the photon and hence its
momentum distribution reflects the angular characteristics of this first step of photon absorption.
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Figure 2. (a) Electron energy distribution or single-differential cross section (dσ/dE 1 ). (b) βparameter of one electron from helium double ionization at 179 eV photon energy. The insets show
the DDCS dσ 2 /(d dE) at E = 1 and 99 eV in polar coordinates.
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Figure 3. (a) SDCS = dσ/dE + , energy in units of the 100 eV excess energy. (b) β-parameter of
the k+ and k− momenta. The dots are the experimental data, the solid and dashed curves show 3C
calculations in length and velocity form, respectively.
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The β− parameter is no longer negative in the region which contributes most to the total
cross section. This indicates that the propensity rule for πu final states no longer holds at
100 eV, as it does up to 20 eV excess energy [3]. A structure around E + ≈ E excess /2 is shown
in the calculations which is not seen in the experiment. The reason for this discrepancy is
unclear but may indicate the difficulty of describing the three-particle Coulomb continuum
particularly at unequal energy sharing conditions [19, 20].
In summary, we have measured doubly differential cross sections evaluated in singleelectron and Jacobi coordinates and compared to theoretical calculations. Theory and
experiment are in good agreement, especially in the observed breakdown of the propensity
rule favouring m = 1 at 100 eV. Without this propensity the main motivation for analysing
the process in Jacobi coordinates is lost. The evolution of the three-body system is no longer
governed by the saddle region of the potential. In contrast, the asymmetry in the electron
energy distribution and the large positive β1 of the faster electron are better demonstrated in
single-electron coordinates. The energy sharing and angular distribution favour the picture of
one electron absorbing the photon energy and its angular momentum followed by a transfer of
a small fraction of the energy to the second electron.
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